
“Classic adventure comics for adults, enjoyable but with depth. Strongly recommended.”

Library Journal

“If you’ve yet to be captivated by the graphic novel, here’s the absolute place to start.” 

The Cedar Rapids Gazette

“Corto Maltese Under the Sign of Capricorn brings one of the most exciting and original adventure
narratives in the world of graphic novels to American shores with the beauty and intelligence of the
author intact.… The perfect introduction to the character. Corto Maltese is as timeless as Batman 
or The Man With No Name in the Sergio Leone film series that made Clint Eastwood a star…

Classic adventure literature of the highest order.”

The New York Journal of Books

“The wordly magic of Hugo Pratt…an Italian masterpiece is coming to America.” 

Publishers Weekly

“For English-speaking readers, this is the best introduction to the character you could hope to have.
Anyone interested in the graphic novel form should check this out. It’s a fantastic book…”

The Big Glasgow Comics Page

“The unison of style and story is one of the strongest I have encountered in any comic, 
and will surely impress both the dedicated and casual reader of graphic novels..” 

Graphic Novel Reporter

“Pratt’s tales are like coming home to an entire oeuvre of fables you’ve never known existed 
but have always been waiting to read…I can guarantee that Corto Maltese will quickly 

become one of your most beloved protagonists.”

Alex Mangles, tor.com

“Hugo Pratt is simply one of the greatest cartoonists to ever walk the Earth.” 

James Romberger, Comics Beat

“A home-run shot that is going to just keep going all the way out of the stadium and into orbit.” 

Scoop

h EISNER AWARD NOMINEE h
Best U.S. Edition of International Material

“Corto Maltese was the first European strip to advance a mature,
artistically serious sensibility within the traditional adventure format.”

—Kim Thompson

This volume—the second of twelve—at long last affords Hugo Pratt’s masterpiece an American edition
presented in the original oversized black-and-white format in which Pratt created the work. The EuroComics
editions feature new translations from Pratt’s original Italian scripts by Dean Mullaney, the Eisner and Harvey
Award-winning editor of the Library of American Comics, and Simone Castaldi, Associate Professor of
Romance Languages and Literatures at Hofstra, and the author of Drawn and Dangerous: Italian Comics of
the 1970s and 1980s (University Press of Mississippi).

The five stories in this volume conclude Pratt’s “Caribbean Suite” cycle that began with “The Secret of
Tristan Bantam” in Under the Sign of Capricorn. The stories are all set in 1917. “Mushroom Head” begins
and ends in Maracaibo, Venezuela, where Corto meets the recurring character of Levi Colombia, an
antiquarian obsessed with finding the gold of the legendary Eldorado. “Banana Conga” addresses the struggle
of small nations emerging from the yoke of colonialism and introduces the periodic antagonist and assassin
Venexiana Stevenson. “Voodoo for the President” moves the action from Barbados to the fictional island of
Port Ducal and presents a completely different angle on the struggle for autonomy. The intriguing theme of
cowardice is developed in “Sweet Dream Lagoon,” when a British deserter ends up among the noxious fumes
of a South American jungle. Another jungle, in the Peruvian Amazon, is the site of “A Tale of Two
Grandfathers,” where Corto and Professor Steiner set off to find a missing white child who is presumed to be
living among a tribe of Jivaro headhunters. At each turn, Pratt’s peripatetic sailor finds that there’s a new
story beyond another windy isle.

A stereo card of the Maracaibo, Venezuela waterfront around the time Corto Maltese and Professor Steiner meet with Levi Colombia 
in this volume’s first story. Located on the western shore of Lake Maracaibo, the city was a key port in the export of coffee, rice, tobacco, 

cocoa, cotton, and indigo. A small American steamer ran between Curacao and Maracaibo three times a month.

Praise for HUGO PRATT and CORTO �ALTESE

Hugo Pratt (1927-1995) is considered one of the great graphic novelists in the history of the medium. His strips,
graphic works, and watercolors have been exhibited at the Grand Palais in Paris and the Vittoriano in Rome, and a landmark
show in 2011 at the Pinacotèque in Paris drew 215,000 visitors, hailing Pratt as “the inventor of the literary comic strip.”

His far-flung travels—he lived on three continents and was multilingual—gave him a healthy skepticism toward
nationalistic, ideological, and religious dogmas, as well as a sympathy for the underdog that was reflected in his fictional
creations, providing them a verisimilitude rarely seen in comics. 

Born on June 15, 1927 in Rimini, on the Adriatic coast of Italy, he spent his childhood in Venice, where he was raised
in a meltingpot of races, beliefs, and cultures. From his mother, Evelina Genero, he was exposed to esoteric studies, including
Kabbalah and cartomancy. His father, Rolando, a soldier in the Italian army, was transferred to Abyssinia in 1936, and the
family followed. When Hugo was just fourteen he was forced to join the colonial police. It brought him in contact with an
international menagerie of soldiers and the charm of those different uniforms, crests, colors, and faces would remain steadily
present in his work. Simultaneously he made friends with his Abyssinian peers, which allowed him to learn the local
languages and integrate into a world that most colonizers never knew. He eagerly read adventure novels by James Oliver
Curwood, Zane Grey, Kenneth Roberts, Robert Louis Stevenson, and others; and discovered the early American adventure
comic strips, particularly Terry and the Pirates by Milton Caniff, which impressed him so much that he decided to become
a cartoonist. After his father’s death in 1943, Pratt returned to Italy and, because of his facility in English, became an
interpreter for the Allied army until the end of the war. 

His comics career began in Venice in 1945 and in 1949 he was invited with several other cartoonists to become part
of the thriving comics community in Argentina, where he lived for nearly twenty years, with a brief detour drawing comics
in London in 1959-1960. Pratt’s Argentine years were productive—he published many series including Sgt. Kirk, Ernie
Pike, Ticonderoga, Capitan Cormorant, and Wheeling—and he discovered Latin-American writers such as Octavio Paz,
Leopoldo Lugones, Jorge Luis Borges, and Roberto Arlt.

In the early-to-mid 1960s he split his time between Argentina and Italy, and drew children’s adventure stories for an
Italian magazine. In 1967 Pratt and Florenzo Ivaldi published the magazine Sgt. Kirk to reprint his Argentine comics in
Italy. The first issue also contained nine pages of a new story entitled “The Ballad of the Salty Sea” featuring the enigmatic
sea captain and adventurer Corto Maltese.

Two years later he resurrected Corto for the French weekly magazine Pif and moved to Paris, while continuing his
travels throughout the world. The success of Corto Maltese in France spread first to Italy and then to many other countries.
From that point forward, all of Pratt’s works would ultimately be collected in graphic novels. He was made a “Knight of Arts
and Letters” by the French Minister of Culture. 

In addition to Corto Maltese, Pratt also created the series The Scorpions of the Desert and four graphic novels in the
One Man, One Adventure collection, among others. He eventually moved to Grandvaux, Switzerland, on the Lake of
Lausanne, where he died on August 20, 1995.

Hugo Pratt in the Caribbean, 1992. Photograph by Patrizia Zanotti. 
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In Maracaibo, in Venezuela, where now stands an 
ultramodern supermarket, there once was a shop 
full of strange, even disturBing, objects...

Were you 
looking for me,

Colombia ?

What have you found 
this time?

You're an authority in this
field. what do you think 

of this Figurine?

it's a masterpiece from the
Tlatilco civilization in Mexico @
Probably a Thousand years
old. But you already knew
that . . . What else do YOU  

want me 
to tell you ?

WelL . . . the fact is this
statue was found in the
Amazon jungle, between
Colombia and Ecuador,
where there are no

cities. 

No one knew anything about it until the
day when . . .  but Wait, I have the journal
of the English explorer, Eliah Corbett,
who, as you know, was searching for
the mythical Eldorado. He followed the
route taken By Orellana, the Spanish
conquistador who sailed 
down the MaraÑon to 
the Amazon river...

[yes . . . FeaR @ . . . I have never ENCOUNTeRED such a    
cylindrical construction anywhere in the Americas.
The Only place I’ve seen ONE was in Mesopotamia.
But here in the Amazon jungle . . .  it's an incredible 

Discovery!]

Then he goes directly from the 15th to the 25th or
26th of December . . . [ . . . only today CAN I manage

to write again and I don't even 
know the date...the indians 
killed Pierre la Reine, who 
mocked them until the last 

instant of his life . . . 

I'lL read it to you . . . [15th of December. . . 1910. the heat is unbearable.
Pierre la Reine is happy as usual + he's always laughing and singiNG. At this
point it is evident that our guides are not coming back. They got scared  

when we came upon this cylindrical tower   
in the midDle of the jungle. But how 
could I blame them for a feeling I ToO 

am experieNciNG . . . fear? @

Come in, 
Steiner !
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[ . . . I should follow his example,
but I can't. la Reine was an

incredible man...his strength, 
his cheerfulness concealED

something fragile, painful. Until
the end he kept eating those

magic mushrooms, as he called
them, that he got from an 

indian shaman 
from Belem. . . 

There. . .thOse were his last
words. He talks about  

Eldorado+and this fiGURiNE
was FOUND in the same area aS
the cylindrical tower . . . if 
I were young I would go
myself on a quest for this

mysterious city!

[ . . . Teonancatl, the foOd of the GOds
that gives strength ANd transports
one back in time. Maybe he didn't evEN
realize what was happening. And now it
is my turn. if anybody finds this diary,
I Pray that he wilL deliver it to my 
family. I don't have much hope 
anymore:My only DreAm is

that Eldorado exists but a 
day's march from 

this villaGe.]

How did you get this
diary/ why haven’t you
TOLD the authorities?

The magic
mushrooms?

I don't
understand.

Because the government would have sent
soldiers to kill the indians. . . and BeSides,
Corbett and Le Reine are dead. A half-
breed brought me this diary, as weLl 
as the personal Effects of those two 

poor men. . . and the Frenchman's 
magic mushroOMs. They were 
given to him by a Jivaro indian 

who confirmed the 
Explorers’ deaths.

Maybe it's crazy. . . but if you 
give them to me, I would like to
try them on that friend of MiNE 
With whom you’re faMiLiar!

A month ago he received a
slight head wound from a
rifle shot, and since then 
has sufFered from almost

total amnesia . . . 

I wondER if they
really have the

power to take you
back in time. . . 

What do you mean ?

I have an idea...

Two or three doctors have
Already looked at him, but couldn't
CuRE him. So, we might as well try
magic. . . I’VE seen tribal shAMans
succeed with patients thought to 
be incurable. Here he is + Corto
Maltese, the man WHO could solve
your problem, LEVi COLOMBiA . . .
after ALl, that's why you were 

RealLy loOking for me!

10
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Good morning, Corto Maltese!
Levi Colombia came to pay us a

visit . . .  
Of course not. . . forgive me 

and sit down. . . and you, Corto,
why don't you STOP being so
agGressive? Our friend neEDs 

help and I told him that He WoULD
Find it here . . . There’S NO REASON 
for you to be so rude 
to him !

I wonder what fun things your friend
has in store for us!

Good morninG, Corto
Maltese. . . I seE from

your sarcasm that you're
healing magnificently...

WELL, What am I supposed
to do? Shall I stand?

How 
entertaininG@

Steiner. . . or whatever the helL your
name is. . .I don't understand what

you're doing here with me . . . anyway,    
I'll try to be nice 

and. . . AH, to hell with 
both of you!  I have                   
a headache AND I
don't feel like

listening to youR 
chatter. . . try to 
understand me . . .

I'm tired!

YES. A political prisoner who escaped from Guyana. . . 
a huge reward was offered for his capture. . . 

but the indians killed 
both him and 

professor 
CorbETt...

You're crazy, LEvi COloMbiA
. . .if we find the city 
we'll share all 
the profits 
equaLly!@

I would like to know if the
city actualLy exists. . .it
would be an astonishing
discovery! I am ready to

pay twenty thousand
dollars. . . if you accept. . .
provided the whole story 
stays between us…

When we find the city, the government
will SwARM in with a bunch of papers and

aLL we'Ll be left with
is the glory. with a sly
fox like you, HOWEVEr, 
there wiLl surELY Be
something lEFT for us                     

too…am I right? it's a pleasure
talking with you,
Mr. Levi Colombia!

iNDeEd, Mr. Corto... Half of my profits will be
yours. . . Let's start immediately. . . I'lL give you 
TEN THOUSAND of THE TWENTY THOUSAND dollars. 
After aLl,
business 
partners 
should share 
half the 
RisKS too. 

no?

Well, I. . .  

Pierre 
la Reine?

Let me talk to him, Levi . . . Listen, Corto. . . 
two explorers, Eliah Corbett and PierRE 
la REiNe, on A voyage from which they 
never returned, supposedly 
discovered an ancient 
inca, or pre-inca, City 
in the Equatorial or 
Brazilian Amazonian 
jungle. Levi Colombia 
would like to fiNAnce 
an expedition to See 

iF this story 
is true!

11
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I'll see you tomorrow. . . with the tickets for
the [MaraÑon,] the river boat that goes from
rio Bamba to Manaus . . . I leave
it You to decide
wheTHER to DiS-
embark before

Iquitos...

Maybe it would be
better if you 
stayED With Me
in Maracaibo.

it's toO 
Hot here . . .

goodbye, Levi
ColOmbia !

What are you
cooking? 

SurpRiSe...  
sURPrisE...

Mushroom risotto? 
Are you sure this won’t    

poison us?

And why would thAT be? . . . Aren't
you here to 
protect me? 
Mmmmh . . . 
DoesN’T
this SmeLl
goOD?

He treated you like a little old
man . . . but on the other hand,

this trip could be dangerous . . .
even for you, Steiner. . . 

Who . . . Levi Colombia? . . . in Paris, many years ago . . . 
But forget About that now . . . 
here's a 
delicious 
mushroom 
risotto.

Your friend . . . Levi Colombia . . . seems to
have a few screws loose . . . They’rE AlL

crazy for Eldorado. . . Orellana, Raleigh,
NuÑez, Corbett, Levi Colombia, your 

uncle, my grandmOTHER,
. . . and now us! WhERe

diD you meet him ?

WHAt’s
the 

HuRry?

Don’T WoRry . . . it’s
DEliciOUS . . . what are

you waiting for?We don't have
a CAT . . . 

I gave some to the cat . . . 
nothing 
happened.

12
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Good night,
Steiner !

Hurry? . . . Me?. . .
No, I was just

saying...
I thought they
were good...
but maybe 

you Won’t like
them!

No . . . I like them a lot, but
they're not easy to find here
in Maracaibo. . . 
delicious@. . . 

They're special
mushrooms . . .

Mexican . . . 

I Don’t like it when you look at me that
way . . . But THEN I can't see very well any
more, either . . . I don’t understand 

this strange 
drowsiness!

I NeEd to 
go to sleep...
we'll prepare
for our trip

in the
MORNinG. . .
Good night,

Corto
Maltese !

A few days later, 
on the riverboat

[MaraÑon] going down
the Pastanza river in

Ecuador...
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